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Many of the challenges currently facing software developers are symptoms of problems with software development practices. Software Factories solves these problems by integrating critical innovations that have been proven over the last ten years but have not yet been brought together. 

A team of industry experts led by Jack Greenfield explains that a Software Factory is a configuration of languages, patterns, frameworks, and tools that can be used to rapidly and cost-effectively produce an open-ended set of unique variants of a standard product.

Their ground-breaking methodology promises to industrialize software development, first by automating software development within individual organizations, and then by connecting these processes across organizational boundaries to form supply chains that distribute cost and risk. Featuring an example introduced in the first chapter and revisited throughout the book, the authors explain such topics as:

	Chronic problems that object orientation has not been able to overcome, and critical innovations that solve them
	How models can become first class software development artifacts, not just documentation 
	How software product lines can be used to consistently achieve commercially significant levels of reuse
	How patterns, frameworks, tools, and other reusable assets can be used to scale up agile development methods
	How orchestration and other adaptive mechanisms can be used to enable development by assembly
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Perl Developer's Dictionary (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2001
Perl Developer's Dictionary is a complete, well-organized reference to the Perl language and environment, including core syntax as well as Perl modules. Designed specifically for the experienced developer who needs a reference readily available on his or her desk to refer to on a daily basis, the book is extensively cross-referenced and indexed for...
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Learn XML In a WeekendPremier Press, 2002
Now you can learn how to use XML in just one weekend! Friday evening you’ll read about the<br><br>history of this language and see examples of its applications. On Saturday, you’ll break down the<br><br>elements of XML and learn how to use them correctly. You will also discover how to use XML...
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The Perl CD Bookshelf, Version 3.0O'Reilly, 2002
Perl programmers increasingly rely on the Web, online help, and other online information sources to solve technical problems. Version 3.0 of O'Reilly's Perl CD Bookshelf gives you convenient online access to your favorite books from your CD-ROM drive. We've updated this best selling product with the electronic versions of 7 popular Perl...
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Learning Ext JSPackt Publishing, 2008
By using a series of straightforward examples backed by screenshots, Learning Ext JS will help you create web applications that look good and perform beyond the expectations of your users. This book is written for Web Application Developers who are familiar with HTML but may have little to no experience with JavaScript application development. If...
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Legitimate Applications of Peer-to-Peer NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Peer-to-peer computing has gained a lot of prominence and publicity in the past years. Several start-up companies offer software packages that can be used for building peer-to-peer overlay networks for applications such as file sharing and music swapping. However, the legal and ethical questions associated with swapping copyrighted material on the...
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Wireless Positioning Technologies and Applications (Technology and Applications)Artech House Publishers, 2007
At last--here's a comprehensive book that puts full details on all short-range wireless-positioning methods at your command for instant access and use. This one-stop resource surveys each technique's theory of operation, advantages and disadvantages, applicability in different domains, implementation procedures, and accuracy to help you select the...
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